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WALACE A STEVENS~
DENVER,~ COLO. ,

, 'agPY
c." ' October, 8th i908.

Dear Sir:-
In compliance with your instructions, I arrived in Rico the afternoon
of October 1st. Owing to the advises you received at that time from
New York office, I made the best possible use of th~at ~ disposal
and beg leave to submit the following report;
In making up a statement of conditions governing operations at RiCO,
you will understand that my remarks are prompted from data gained in
a number of ways trips through Rico Mines and from experience in
handling Rico ores.
A very concise set of questions were sent to the Rico office and I
can see no better way of reporting than by answering the several
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nor does it now warrent the operation of the plant. From a practical
standpoint these ores present low grade values. While the zinc is hi
high, as far as contents are concerned, the value is very low and
the recovery less then many milling plants. The silver goes with
the zinc to an appreciable extent, and where associated in this
way, no commercial return is obtained. In the same way lead is lost.
For these reasons, it is all the more important that exact conditions
of the ore bodies be established before any attempt is made to
commercially mill and market the products. With varitable ore bodies
such as are evidenced in Rico, it is all the more certain that the

mines be thovuughly open up so that those in charge may plan on
making all nilling features of the ores to be mined. This suggestion
is logical and businesslike, and it is only in this way that you
can approach a manufacturing proposition. It is unsafe to allow
any definite tonnage of any particular value from these properties,
as develop.ant so far does not permit of measurement or valuation
beyond immediate ore faces exposed.
NO.2. What does it cost to mine and deliver to the mill from each
of the properties?"
The haulage charge willdepend upon the tonnage each property will
furnish. For the present, I would not allow any wagon haul for the
reason that the mines are not in condition to operate. I would
say that in making up an estimate of costs, figures should be
submitted along lines only of a fully developed property, figures
demanding tram lines or the lowest possib2hauling costs.
A series of mining costs should embrase all the iteos entering
into the operation and should have particular referance to conditions
well under ground.



Not one mine in the San Jnan will show mining costs below $3.00
per ton. Detailed costs sheets of, one of the most favored localities
in Silverton shows $2.10 for mining and $1.20 for development, a total
of $3.30 for each ton of are mined.
For purposes of comparison it will be well to approximate these

/

figures by endeavoring to detail the major part of the costs of
operation. It should be understood that no one can tell whether the
present zinc body of the Cable will continue, the changes in
underground conditions haVing an important bearing upon the increase
of costs.

Granted that the ore body in the Shamrock continues
with the average ore body of six feet, every 100 feet in depth an
ore shoot of 200 feet in length would yield 1400 tons. At the rate
of 100 tons daily the mine would show per 100 feet a 4.6 months
supply. Shaft sinking at $40.00 per foot is not an unreasonable
figure, and drifting at $12.00 per foot, would give a development
cost alone of 50 cents per ton. No dead work is considered beyond.
immediate sinking and drifting along the vein. This condition is
quite unusual and it is not to be expected that an are shoot will
be continuous. The dead work, as a rule, will total more then the
immediate vein exploration, hense I would place the development
work at a figure not less then $1.20 per ton of are mined.
My experience in such matters proves such an estimate to be lower,
rather then higher, for the average mine.
The mining costs depend upon whether the vein may be mined as a
whole or whether any attempt at selection is necessary, to mJntain
an average pay milling grade of ore. If the former case should
prove the rule the mining costs will be lower than in the latter
instance, and it is with such plan in view that the following
estimate is made:
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~ I Machine man,I/2 Mucker, 1/2 Trammer,
With a total wage cost of $21.00 per day, two shifts
should produce about 30 tons of ore with a per-ton
cost of 70 cents.

1h POWER: 14 H.P. per machine, at $.16 per H.P., will show
a per-ton cost of 4.5 cents.

~ Drill repair costs:
At $0.766 per machine, two-thirds of the machines in use will
give a cost of $0.068, and, with cost of steel,
a total of $0.075 per ton.

~ Powder: 40 Sticks per advance of 60 feet,$0.09.
~ Fuse, caps, candles: $0.10 per ton.
~ Blacksmith Shop:

With coal supply, $14.20 daily, or per ton of ore,$0.I4.
~ One Foreman, One Shift Boss: tIO.OO per day, or $0.10 per ton.
~ Timbering: If square sets are employed, 3Icents per ton

otherwise, about one-half such amount, or 15 cents.
~ Hoist: 40 H.P., at 16 cents per H.P., $0.064 per ton. Laber

connected with operations of hoist 23¢, or a' total of
30¢ per ton of ore.

~ Supplies: At IO¢ per ton.
SUMMARY OF ABOVE.

£ost of power, dri11s,------ $0.045
Labor machines drilling 0.70Drill repairs costs and steel ..-----.- ----0.075
Powder; caps, fuse, candles, ect. 0.19
Drill sharpening ·-0.14
Superintendence 0.10
Timbering 0.31
Supplies - -0.10
Pumping ( for tho ruture~ 0.04
Hoisting, power and labor 0.30

Total $2.00
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Provided the general investment since the organization is $400,000.00
interest and depreciation charges for the entire plant amaunts to
$40,000.00 per year or about $:IIO.OO per day, or $I.IO per ton of
ore minee.
The management and salary account may be approximated as follows,
a business management axceeding but little the figures noted:

General Manager -------------$600.00
Superintendent -------------- 350.00Mine Supt. ------------------250.00
Assayer, Ohemist ------------ I50.00
Book keeper --------------- I25.00

Total -----II475.00Or' 49.I6
Or . .49

per month
" It.. ".. "
" ".. ..

daily
per ton.

Assay supplies at $60.00 per month, or 2 cents per ton, and office
A
supplies at 4 cents per ton. Allowing traveling expenses at
$2500.00 per year, or 8 cents per ton.
This gives a general expense of I4 cents per ton.
I can only approximate taxes and insurance, from my experience with
plants of about the same size, and would place such item at abou~t
I6 centes perton. Charging one-half of the later items to the mining
and not attemp~ing to segregate the several mines, the totals for
mining would show:

Mining ----------------$2.00 per ton
Development ----------- I.20 .. ItTaxes, Insurance ------00.08 " "
Management -------------0.245" ..
General items ----------0.07 " "
Interest, depreciation 0.55 " "

Total ---- ~4.I4 " "
In order that the cost estimates may be carried along consecutively
for the entire operation, let us consider the estimate handed
Mr.Godet, under date of September 22nd.
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Basis of operation as before, 100 tons daily! Water power at 16¢
per ton. 60 Tons middlings to treat magnetically.
The mill should be arranged so that the mine ore is automatically
delivered to the crusher. Two men will handle 100 tons per day.
The concentrates to be automatically discharged to a conveyor and
sent to a drying room,then to the dry mill,in the Case of middlings.

2 Men on crushing floor ----------_ $
Supt. of mills ------------------_
12 Men, magnetic room -----------_3 Men on rolls _- _
3 » "tables ----------------_

Machinist, general ------------
3 Men loading cars --------------
I Carpenter and helper ----------

7.00
6.00

37.50
10.50
10.50
5.00
9.00
6.75

Repairing:
Roll Shells, -------4 ¢ ton
Screens -----------9.75 "
Crusher -----------3.50 "
Tables ------------1.0 "
Elevators -------- 1.0 "
Separators ---------3.0 "
Jigs --------------2.0 "
All other equipment 2.0 "

Total---- 17:25 "
Or per 100 Tons-------------------- 17.25

109.50,
Or, per ton ------------------------------------$1.09

Power in mill, assuming water power, atI6¢ with 150 H.P.
Roasting & separating 60 tons @60¢ per ton middlings ----
One-half of interest charges ----------------------- _

" " " management ------------------------- _
" " " general charges ---------------------- _" " "taxes and insurance --------------- _

Total ---------

0.24
0036.
0.55
0.245
0.07
0.08

12.635
Traming from mine to mill should not exceed $0.15 per ton. In my

opinion a considerable outlay is still nscessary to place the
property on a paying basis, and this feature alone will change

.interest and all fixed charges in exact ratio to the capacity of
the plant when compared to the tonnage proven up on development.



A summation of charges, therefore, w111m show approximately the
following not accounting for Eastern expense, or legal or any
outside professional expenses-:

Cost of milling ------------$2.635
Cost of mining ------------- 4.140
Tram lines ----------------- 0.150Total cost per ton ~6.925

I have gone over the estimates of net values from the milling of
your ores, as detailed in the statement furnishee the Company
Sept. 22nd, and from my experience in handling these ores, I consider
the returns as close to actual recoveries as it is possible to

without an elaborate system for weighing in of crude ordes
and automatic sampling of all products.
The estimate refered to shows a crude value of:
Silver, 3.00 ozs. Zinc 20.00% Lead 6.00%.
In milling 100 tons, there was obtained:

1st. A we' magnetic product, removed in the fiest stage of
the operatioV. This product is of doubtful value as yet, the
returns from the shipment of the iron product not haVing been
received. The estimate at the mine gives this product anet value
per ton of ore of 15 cents.

2nd. 8 Tons of lead concentrates of a value of $20.00
per ton of concentrate. Inasmuch as 12.5 tons of crude ore makes
one ton of concentrates, the netreturn per ton of crude ore
milled would amount to $1.60.

3rd. 30 Tons of a zinc product assaying 45% metalic zinc.
This product is worth at Gas, Kansas, according to the ruling price
of Spelter, $5.00 or from $4.50 to $5.00 ~ $20.00 per ton. 3.30 tons
of crude ore make one ton of this product, llenceafter deducting
the freight, $7.50, the net return at Rico per ton concentrate is
$13.00 or $3.94 per ton ore.
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4th. After separating out the zinc, there remains an iron

product, amounting in weight to 20 tons of a value to the mine of
$1.50 per ton iron product. 5 tons of crude ore amounts to 30¢.

A summayr of the foregoing of the foregoing, and allowing
returns per ton of crude ore mined and milled:

lead concentrates ---- $1.60
magnetic iron ------~-- 0.15
separated iron -------- 0.30
sale of Zinc --------- 3.94Total --------15.99

Working cost per ton of ore, as noted--------$6.92.

From the
" "
n n
n n

It is interesting to compare these figures with those of an
independent teat. This later test Is the result of a run from a
comparatively smaller lot but the figures were quite decisive.

The crude ore value in this instance was:
Silver 10.60 ozs.
Zinc 23.80 %
~ead 9.60 %

100 Tons of crude ore yielded 18.52 tons of lead
and iron of the following value:

Silver 27.80 ozs. at 50¢ per oz ---------------$13.90
Lead 34.82% (minus 1.5%) equals 33.3% at 35¢ 11.65
Iron sxcess as in former case ----------------- 3.0028.55

Deducting freight & treatment ------- 6.00
Netvalue per ton concentrates ---------------- $22.55

5.39 tons of crude ore produces one ton of the above net value
or yielding a recovery per ton of crude ore of $4.18.
35.96 tons of ...mam...-Zinc concentrates of a value result from
100 tons of crude. Value of concentrates, Zinc 46.75%-$22.07 at
Gas, Kansas or $14. 57 at the mine. Resulting recovery per ton
of mmm crude ore milled $5.24.

The total recovery, therefore:
From Lead and tron--$4.I8
" the Zinc ------ 5.24

Total------ $9.42
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In this case the value of the crude ore was considerably higher
then in the case of the Rico run, but it illustrates well the
margin of profit in handling ores of various grades. MY chief
object in quoting results from an ore of this grade is to emphathize
the imperative needs of developing the mines before deciding upon a m
method of operation. It is patent to anyone that the ore representi«
the large run is very low grade. In operating but 100 tons all fixed
charges necessarily are excessive. F If the tonnage would be very
much lessened, with corresponding reductions of each stage pf
the operation.
Returning to the first large run, the results ofw which you have
it will be well to note the metal prices in terms of the crude
ore milled. Untill the returns are in from the sale of the wet
magnetic product, I can not detail each metal, gold silver or lead.

The average crude was:
Silver ----- ..3.00 ozs
Lead ------- 6.00 %
Zinc -------20.00 %

From this crude ore a concentrate of an average value of Lead 45%,
Silver 10.00 OZ8., Iron 20.%, was made. With silver at 52¢.
Lead at40¢, and a net credit for the iron of 15¢, the gross value
was $26.20. Values saved in the iron product saved after roasting
and magnetic treatment $1.50 per ton product.
The net return, therefore, per ton of ore was $1.60 from the lead
and $0.30 from the iron or a total of $1.90.

$1.56
2.40

$3.96 in silver & lead.
It is clear, therefore, that your net recovery amounts to but 48% or

The crude ore would carry values of:
Silver 3.00 ozs. at 52¢ or
Lead 6.00 % n 40¢ or

less then half of the gross values of said metals in the ore.
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In the same way the zinc showing a net return of $13.00 per ton
concentrate shipped, or $13.00 per each 900 Ibs. of zinc, means a
net return of I.4¢ per lb. The actual percentage of recovery was
67.50%, therefore, each percent of zinc in the crude ore is not
worth anything like Joplin prices of 4.7¢ per lb., but .94¢ per lb.

qQuestlon Bo.6. Refers to treatment of the different ores. It is my
opinion that this question is best answered by the data of the
cost estimates. It does not appear that the Cable will supply
sufficient ore to meet the needs of a large capacity. I believe
you are forced to accept all or none if you ever hope to win out
in this proposition. Excellent metallurgical theory is one thing
and a profit in operation is another. If one ore is suitable for
coarse crushing, whereas another reqUires finer crushing, it is
patent to anyone that a coarse crushing equipment will fulfill
the first needs and finer divided metals may be separated on the
regrinding of the first tailings.
I do not agree with the statement handed you of a selective process.
It has been my experience that if an ore requires the fine adjust-
ment of an intricate piece of machinery, the balance sheet of the
ledger will show a loss.
I am familiar with the fluctuations of the middlings as reported
but this feature may be better remedied, and in a commercial way,
by supplying a definite ratio of ore from the different mines.
Question No.7 refers to the selection of the ore. I do not see,
from a business standpoint, at the present time, that you have any
choice in the matter. You .re forced to supply a large tonnage to
win out, therefore you .re obliged to develop the mines simultan-
eously.



Question No 9. is direct and states: Has all necessary machinery
been installed to put the mill in satisfactory shape and high class
shape?""
As the propositioR now stands, I do not consider the mill, the so~,
called wet or dry, is in suitable shape to operate. The mills are not
large enough to meet the proper tonnage and I can see no business
reason for the continuing of the operation,' until such time as the min
mines develop the tonnage to meet conditions for a profit.
Question NoI3. is quite explicit and should be answered definitely
1* is asked, "Is the mill and mines now in shape to carry on mining
and milling on a successful, profitable, commercial basis and
how much should be earned net, after deducting all charges, including
salaries, general expense and pro rata amount of interest?".

According to the data I submit, the present grade of are,
if mined or milled with your present equipment, will result in a
loss of a minimum of $1.00 per ton of ore mined. It is not good
business policy to proceed along present lines ot operation.

There can be only one logical reply to this query, and that
is to remedy the detects by eliminating all expense other then that
of direct exploration of the mines.
Question No. 14. "What monthley income may we POSITIVELY DEPEND on
from the mill from this date?".
"POSITIVILY" is a strong word. You can depend upon nothing until
you have established the valuation of the ores and extent of the
ore bodies and have applied the milling features to tonnage exposed.
The small items of equipment, added from time to time, are features
entering into the experimental mill runs, I consider that the
testing of your ores has been quite well worked out at Rico.
You ask how long it will take to develop the several mines so that
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each property will produce 100 tons per day. I do not see how such a
question may be answered as under~oUDd conditions conditions
absolutely govern development. I am firmly of the opnion that
additional equip.ent for milling or outside or surface improvements,.
should wait upon the development of the mine. Business judgement
dictates that the net return from the ores so blocked out should
alone regulate expenditures for the handling of the products of the
mines. It would appear to me that a year's time would be none too
long to mine and mine alone. A careful system of sampling would
continually determine the values, and the entire operation would
then resolve itself to a manufacturing operation.

Question No. 18 is a request for a summation of all previous
inquiries, and I take them in order:

1st. "Giving your ideas with respect to the lines along
which additional mill construction should be made."

I would close dtwDhe mill and develop the mine for reasons
heretofore fully noted, the main one being that the ore is milled
at a loss.

~. Improvements should be considered solely along lines
of exploiting all points offering possibilities of pay ores.

A given amount of money will rapidly determine the mine values
if the funds are energetically used for mine work only, and every

outside expense cut to a minimum. It has not been my intention to
bear the operation conditions of the Company's properties. I have
endeavored in the foregoing statement to cover the facts. The several

claims present attractive features and may lead to better results,
as far as mine values are concerned, with development.
One cannot segregate the theoretical from the practical operating
features. It should be the duty of the engineer in charge of these
mines to catagogue the assets of every ore face as work progresses,
so that there will be no question as to tonnage and values.

si




